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Found in version: 3.3.37.ga28c3.dirty Platform: Linux
Description

If a directory contains videos and an image file, the video items will disappear from the directory list after you reopen the directory.

I tested a few directories and only ones that contained videos and a picture file caused the issue (I do not have image-only directories
to test).

Maybe a bug related to the new metadata cache system.

Associated revisions
Revision 66fc91c0 - 09/21/2011 10:00 PM - Andreas Smas

fa_scanner and metadata: Fix some bugs. Add better debug logging

refs #716

Revision 46f6c732 - 09/27/2011 10:35 PM - Andreas Smas

Fix bug causing cached items to be filtered out by directory scanner

Fixes #716

History
#1 - 09/21/2011 10:07 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Priority changed from Urgent to Normal

I've pushed some fixes. Please run it with "-d" and paste the trace output in the console

#2 - 09/22/2011 03:44 AM - Rusty Unknown

Sorry, this is for the PS3 platform (I don't have a machine with linux installed).

Are these fixes applied to the PS3 release? I reinstalled to version 3.3.40.g8ef5b.dirty and it still has the same problem.

Here is what the included DEBUG screen is outputting (R3/Right Joystick):

navigator [INFO]:Opening file:///dev_hdd0/video/Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood
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FA [DEBUG]:file:///dev_hdd0/video/Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood: Found 64 items in cache
FA [DEBUG]:file:///dev_hdd0/video/Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood: Rescanning found 65 items, previously 64
FA [DEBUG]:file:///dev_hdd0/video/Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood: File file:///dev_hdd0/video/Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood/[COVER] Fullmetal
Alchemist: Brotherhood.png added by rescan
GLW theme://directoryviews/infobox/unknown.view:0 [ERROR]:Unable to open "theme://directoryviews/infobox/unknown.view"--File not found

#3 - 09/22/2011 03:50 AM - Rusty Unknown

That GLW theme error only happens on the directories with the problem. Is there a missing theme file for folders with pictures and videos?

#4 - 09/22/2011 08:32 AM - naa dada

I can confirm this bug... But it happens i all my folders not just folders with a image file.

#5 - 09/24/2011 12:22 PM - naa dada

Testet version v3.3.045 on ps3.

After playing one file and going out of the folder and into the same folder. Now every movie file is gone...

#6 - 09/24/2011 07:58 PM - Claudio Mendes

hi,

i have this exact same issue! have a few video files  with subtitles files and a few pkg files on a usb stick. first time i browse the stick everything is
there... but if i go play with showtime configuration and get back to the usb stick it quicly list everything and blammmm video files are gone... weird very
weird. if i can help with some debug output just let me know how to do it.

#7 - 09/25/2011 04:19 PM - Lucian Grey

Tested v3.3.45.g062df.dirty on PS3.

In my case, this bug affect folders which contain a movie file I have already played it once. In other words, after a movie file played once and leaving
the folder, I can no longer see any files in that folder when I return to that folder.

#8 - 09/25/2011 04:27 PM - Claudio Mendes

well all files are displayed only video files are gone here... but the subtitles are there...

#9 - 09/26/2011 05:06 AM - Lucian Grey

Ah, that's correct. The "missing" files are video files & (sub)folders. Image files seems to be unaffected by this bug.

#10 - 09/27/2011 10:36 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
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- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:46f6c732eeafa72843fb4b26f21fa382789b7804.

#11 - 09/28/2011 09:41 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 3.4

#12 - 09/29/2011 08:59 AM - naa dada

Andreas Öman wrote:

Applied in changeset commit:46f6c732eeafa72843fb4b26f21fa382789b7804.

Tested 3.3.61 on PS3, working 100% now ;-)
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